
Leaders 
- As the Design Leadership, I want a common language 

established so that there's a better UX vocabulary in 
Hilton 

- As the Design Leadership, I want a design system so 
that we have a common language that can be used in & 
outside of our group 

- As the Design Leadership, I want to be actively involved 
in the review & approval of the elements that would go 
in the library so that I can ensure it's following Hilton's 
UX Strategy 

- As the Design Leadership, I want to be actively involved 
in the approval of the patterns, rationale, etc so that I 
can ensure it's following Hilton's UX Strategy 

- As the Design Leadership, I want to establish the long-
term strategy for the pattern committee so that this 
doesn't die the day after it's done, Hilton's UX strategy is 
actively curated & groomed, & there's collaboration on 
the long-term contributions 

- As the Design Leadership, I want the design system 
accessible online so parties in & outside of Hilton can 
utilize the library 

- As the Design Leadership, I want code snippets in the 
library so that there's consistent code usage 

- As the Design Leadership, I want a design system so 
that we have a common language that can influence 
the standardization and acceptance for accessible users 



Functional Roles 
- As a UX Designer, I want to establish a simple & 

consistent template for content so that it's easy to 
publish & maintain the library 

- As a UX Designer, I want to establish a easy to navigate 
& consistent site & content hierarchy so that it's easy to 
consume & find information 

- As a copywriter, I want to be able to content load & 
author content on the fly so that a UI dev doesn't have 
to do it 

- As a copywriter, I want to be able to review content 
authored by other roles so that I can check the tone of 
voice, spelling & grammar 

- As a designer, I want to ensure that representative 
comps are created for each element/component/
molecule/atom/etc. whatever the language is so that 
the content is visually reference-able  

- As a designer, I want to ensure the template is 
aesthetically pleasing so that easy to consume by 
various group of people 

- As a copywriter/designer/UX Designer, I want to 
document the rationale for why a certain element 
would be selected as a part of the design system so that 
I can contribute to the overall UX/UI strategy at Hilton 



- As a designer/UX Designer, I want to contribute the 
usage rationale for an element so that I can advocate 
for the elements in the library (come back to) 

- As a UI Dev, I want to build a user friendly content 
management function so that it's easy for people to 
manage the library long term 

- As a UI Dev, I want to build the front end to the 
specifications provided by the UX Designer & designer 
so that they are happy with me 

- As a Design Operations coordinator, I want to have 
regular check points with the team so that the project is 
actively working towards a timely completions 

- As a Design Operations coordinator, I want to establish 
milestones for the project so that I know what is going 
on & when we are trailing behind 

- As a Design Operations coordinator, I want Design 
Leadership to allocate resources to the project so that I 
know someone is actively allocated, involved & 
contributing 

- As the accessibility consultant, I want creative to be 
mindful of accessibility needed while establishing 
patterns so that Hilton is ADA compliant 

- As the accessibility consultant, I want to be included in 
the review of the library so that I can contribute any 
clarification or additions so that Hilton's UX strategy is 
ADA inclusive 



Governance and Growth 
As a designer, I need to be able to 
- Reference, review & learn about a style guide 
- Review & learn the common language dictionary 
- Read rationale for justifying design 
- Review established variations & exception criteria for 

usage of elements 
- Review states of an element to inform comp making 

needs 
- Design digital assets with Hilton UX standards in mind 

As a UX Designer, I need to be able to 
- Review & learn the common language dictionary 
- Read rationale for justifying interactions (states) & 

functionality 
- Review established variations & exception criteria for 

usage of elements & fact checking 
- Advocate using standards during the creative process 

As a copy writer, I need to be able to 
- Review & learn the common language dictionary 
- Review usage Patterns for the analysis of content 

organization  

As a Product Owner, I need to be able to 



- Seeing usage Patterns for decision & analysis. 
(Supplementing analysis for implementation decisions.) 

- Review & learn the common language dictionary 

As a external agency person or vendor, I need to be able to 
- Review & learn the Hilton standards & the common 

language  
- Design & Build digital assets with Hilton UX standards in 

mind 

As the author on the Design System site, I need to be able 
to 
- Make edits to existing content so that I can keep by 

library relevant. 
- Make library additions to the site so that I can keep by 

library relevant. 
- Curate new patterns & standards 


